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  CHOOSING YOUR CAVY 
 

Starting right is essential to success with your 

animal project.  Before you actually go guinea pig 

shopping, you should have some idea of what you 

are looking for.  One of the first things you must 

consider is which of the thirteen cavy breeds best 

fit your lifestyle and tastes.  You will do best to 

start with just one breed, and expand your cavy 

herd later if all goes well.  There are many factors 

besides appeal to consider when choosing your 

breed.   

 

Popularity and Availability: Some breeds are 

hard to find, so it may be difficult to obtain quality 

stock in your area.  Never settle for unhealthy or 

inferior animals just because they’re all you can 

find of your preferred breed.  Remember that the 

more popular a breed is, the easier it may be to 

sell the babies you produce, and the more 

competition you will have at shows. 

 

Ease of Care: All cavy breeds are roughly the 

same size, eat the same amount, and require the 

same cages.  The primary difference in the 

keeping of cavy breeds is the time spent in “hair 

care”.  Some cavy breeds have long coats that 

never stop growing.  A longhaired pig in show 

condition needs combing several times a week.  If 

you really enjoy grooming your pet, a long haired 

breed may be perfect for you.  However, it is 

recommended that new owners start with 

Americans or Abyssinians and work up to the 

more difficult breeds as you learn cavy care.    

 

Satin Breeds: Several Guinea Pig breeds 

(Abyssinian, American, Peruvian, Silkie, and 

Teddy) also come in satin varieties.  A satin breed 

has the same coat structure as its normal-furred 

counterpart, except that the hair shafts are 

translucent and can catch light.  This gives the 

satin coat an extra sheen.  Care of satin coats is 

basically the same as normal coats.  Satin coated 

cavies are considered separate breeds.  

However, breeders sometimes cross satins with  

 

normals in an effort to improve the vitality of the 

satins.  Traditionally satins tend to be a little 

slower to grow and a little less vigorous.  This trait 

is seen more in some bloodlines than others.  For 

this reason and many others, it is important to 

learn how your lines behave and know what to 

expect from your cavies.  Satin cavies are also 

more prone to calcium deficiency during 

pregnancy.  Because the satin gene is recessive, 

satins sometimes appear in normal x normal 

breedings.  Be slow to crossbreed, however, 

because cavies of mixed backgrounds cannot 

be registered.    

 

Where to Buy: No matter which breed you 

choose, you should always buy cavies from a 

reputable breeder.  (To get in touch with breeders, 

search the internet, attend a cavy show, or 

contact the ACBA or ARBA.)  Whether you are 

looking for pets or show stock, a breeder will be 

familiar with their cavies and can help you pick out 

the right one.  A breeder can give you the pig’s 

history and pedigree and will be a valuable 

contact should you have any questions later.  All 

these advantages are lost when you buy a cavy 

from a pet store.  Plus, the pet store pig has been 

extra stressed and is therefore more susceptible 

to disease.   Only buy alert, healthy stock that is 

at least six weeks old.   

 

You should expect to pay $25 - $40 for a good 

quality show pig, and possibly less for a pet.  If 

you are looking just for a pet, you may be happy 

with a boar or a sow. If you plan to breed, it is 

best to start with two pair.  Buying cavies from the 

same breeder or bloodline helps rule out the 

chances of unexpected results in your litters.  It is 

very important to use self-control when cavy 

shopping.  Start out small!  You may someday 

want to have 20, 40, or 100 cavies, but you’ll be 

glad in the long run if you start small and learn as 

you grow.  

 


